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USD 2 billion in 2023. 
In South Korea, there is an average of 41,724 fires per 

year, with 12.2% occurring in Seoul, and an average of 
329 deaths and 1,986 injured persons per year. The fre-
quency of structural fires in South Korea is higher than 
in France (32.3%), the United States (35.3%), Russia 

(36.4%), and Japan (55.8%), comprising 64.5% of all 
reported fires (including vehicle, forest, and waste 
fires), and accounting for 82.2% of fire-related deaths 
and 82.6% of fire-related injuries (Rahman et al., 2023; 
CTIF, 2022).

Pollutants emitted during a fire can affect an entire 
community through various particles and toxic gases, 
depending on the material burned. In particular, the 
fine particles (PM, PM10, PM2.5) produced in fires pose 
significant threats to human health, causing short- and 
long-term effects such as respiratory difficulties, 
chronic illness, and even death (Manisalidis et al., 
2020). As these particles can be transported both local-
ly and over long distances from a fire event, atmo-
spheric dispersion modeling is a crucial approach to 

  1. Introduction  

In the last century, rapid urbanization worldwide 
has resulted in an increase in high-density building 
areas due to the shortage of land in highly populated 
cities (Sha and Qi, 2020). Although such building 
areas contribute to local development, they also pose 
significant disadvantages, including an increased risk 
of urban structural fires due to fire safety challenges. 
The incidence of building fires has escalated in recent 
years, and their uncontrollable nature has become one 
of the leading causes of anthropogenic disasters (AGCS, 
2018). Each year, fires and explosions in urban areas 
account for the majority (59%) of business interrup-
tion claims worldwide (AGCS, 2018), resulting in 
approximately 401,000 deaths and millions of indi-
viduals sustaining lifetime injuries and disabilities 

(CTIF, 2022). Additionally, the economic losses are 
estimated to be between 1 to 2% of the global Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) (McNamee et al., 2019; 
WHO, 2014), which corresponds to approximately 
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evaluating the impacts of urban fires. This modeling 
simulates pollutant emission and quantifies the sur-
face-level concentrations in urban settings, thereby 
aiding in air quality control and improvement. Histori-
cally, Gaussian models have dominated the application 
of pollutant dispersion in simplified urban settings. 
However, these models can be unsuitable for realistic 
urban situations due to their simplification of flow and 
failure to account for complex urban geometries and 
terrain (Lotrecchiano et al., 2020; Daly et al., 2012).

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, which 
consider flow turbulence, velocities, and the effects of 
flow mixing in three-dimensional environments, have 
recently been employed in hazard analysis cases. How-
ever, specific CFD fire models, such as fire dynamic 
simulators (FDS) and FireFOAM, have primarily been 
implemented in semi-closed spaces such as street can-
yons and compartments (Palampigik et al., 2023; Li et 
al., 2021; Cui et al., 2020; Pesic et al., 2014). FDS is a 
popular CFD tool used to model the concentration, 
flow distribution, and fire development in urban envi-
ronments. This model includes a thermally expandable 
multicomponent mixture of ideal gases and the low-
speed motion of the gas driven by heat and buoyancy 
forces (Baggio et al., 2022; Gannouni and Ben Maad, 
2017; Pesic et al., 2014). FireFOAM, a CFD model-
based fire simulation tool within the OpenFOAM soft-
ware suite, is utilized for the analysis of complex physi-
cal phenomena associated with fires. FireFOAM com-
prehensively addresses various aspects of fire dynamics, 
including combustion, radiation, heat transfer, and 
fluid flow, making it widely employed for predicting 
fire spread across diverse environments (Jahn et al., 
2023, Shelke et al., 2020). These models are designed to 
capture the complex behavior of fire itself with detailed 
combustion processes, requiring extensive computa-
tional resources and time. Consequently, applying them 
to larger domains for extended period, such as neigh-
borhoods and cities, necessitates the coupling of multi-
ple models, leading to inconsistencies and higher com-
putational costs (Baggio et al., 2022; Fiates and Vianna, 
2016).

Therefore, implementing a computationally effi-
cient and agile numerical model that can simulate the 

dispersion of fire pollutants in complex urban envi-
ronments is a fundamental step toward understand-
ing these fire accidents in an urban context. Provid-
ing policymakers with relevant evidence, such as that 
presented in this study, can guide them to prioritizing 
efforts to improve air quality in urban areas and in 
implementing effective mitigation and prevention 
strategies. This study aimed to simulate the disper-
sion of PM10 as a consequence of an actual structural 
fire accident over an 8-hour particle emission period 
using a CFD model. We analyzed the dispersion char-
acteristics of the fire pollutants and the fire plume, 
along with their effects on the local environment by 
considering heat release and hourly variable wind 
conditions.

  2. Methods

2. 1  Model description
The numerical model utilized in this study was the 

CFD model used by Mun et al. (2021) and developed 
by Kim and Baik (2010), which is based on unsteady 
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) 
and assumes three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic, and 
non-rotating flow. The finite volume method and 
semi-implicit method for a pressure-linked equation 

(SIMPLE) algorithm (Patankar, 1980) were employed 
to numerically solve the governing equation set on a 
staggered grid system (Kim et al., 2014). To accurately 
reflect the effects of the turbulent boundary layer, the 
wall boundary conditions recommended by Versteeg 
and Malalasekera (2007) were applied. 

2. 2  Case study 
An accidental fire occurred in the underground park-

ing facility of a retail department store in Daejeon, 
South Korea, on September 26th, 2022, at 07:45 KST. 
The fire lasted approximately 8 hours, causing disrup-
tions to nearby schools and commercial establishments 
and resulting in the tragic death of seven people. Alth-
ough the fire was ignited by the heating exhaust of a 
vehicle near clothing storage units, the primary com-
bustible material fueling the fire was rigid polyurethane 
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foam (PUF), predominately present on the parking 
structure’s ceiling, which contributed to the rapid hori-
zontal propagation of the fire (FPN, 2022). PUF is a 
widely used material in the construction industry, par-
ticularly for its application on rooftops or between walls 
to insulate buildings and improve energy efficiency. 
However, when PUF ignites, it emits particulate matter 

(PM, PM10, PM2.5), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon 
dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and extremely 
toxic gases such as hydrogen cyanide (HCN), hydrogen 
fluoride (HF), hydrogen chloride (HCl), and gaseous 
ammonia (NH3). These lethal gases are released into the 
atmosphere, causing severe damage to human health 

(McKenna and Hull, 2016; Bushfire CRC, 2011).

2. 3  Model validation
To accurately represent the topographical environ-

ment, geographic information system (GIS) data were 
collected for two different domains (Table 1). Domain 
1 was 20 km in both the west-east and north-south 

directions and extended 1.2 km vertically. Due to the 
large size of the domain, the horizontal and vertical 
resolutions were set to 100 m and 10 m, respectively 

(Fig. 1a). Domain 2 was 4 km in both horizontal direc-
tions and 0.5 km in a vertical direction. The cell size 
was uniformly set to 10 m in all directions, with vari-
able growth in the vertical direction above 150 m. The 
CFD model employed a Schmidt number of 0.2, a cal-
culated settling velocity of pollutant particles of 0.0048 

m s-1, and was numerically integrated for 3600 s at a 1 s 

Table 1. Summary of the numerical domains considered in 
this study.

Domain 1
(x × y × z)

Domain 2
(x × y × z)

Domain size (km3) 20 × 20 × 1.2 4 × 4 × 0.5 

Cell size (m2) 100 × 100 × 10 
10 × 10 × 10 

(variable growth
in the z-direction)

Number of grids 200 × 200 × 120 400 × 400 × 37

Fig. 1. Satellite images for the domains (a) 1 and (2) with the fire accident location, an automated weather station (AWS), and 
an air quality monitoring station (AQMS) and (c) the three-dimensional configuration of topography and buildings in domain 2.

(a) (b)

(c)
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interval for the 8 hours duration of the fire.
For the inlet boundary conditions, the local data 

assimilation and prediction system (LDAPS) from the 
Korea Meteorological Administration was utilized. 
LDAPS is a local forecast model with a spatial resolu-
tion of 1.5 km horizontally, providing boundary fields 
from the global model at 3-hour intervals, 8 times a 
day. To validate the data provided by LDAPS regarding 
wind speed, wind direction, and air temperature, mea-
sured data from the atmospheric weather monitoring 
station (AWS) located in a fire station in Munpyeong-
dong (Fig. 1) were selected, as it was the closest AWS to 
the fire accident (approximately 2.5 km to the north-
east). This proximity provided a better understanding 
of the wind conditions during the fire. The meteoro-
logical data were validated in both domains to accu-
rately represent the actual conditions (Fig. 2).

Due to the occurrence of the fire in the subterranean 
parking facility, the propagation of the fire to the sur-
face was limited by the openings such as the entrance, 

windows, and ventilation system. Therefore, the esti-
mated heat release from these surface sources was 
assumed to be 600°C (Tang et al., 2002) and was con-
stantly emitted throughout the 8-hour duration of the 
fire.

For the estimation of pollutant emissions during the 
fire, the emission release rate (ER) of pollutants, as sug-
gested by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

(2023), was calculated by multiplying the emission fac-
tor (EF) with the maximum capacity of the operation 

(C), which depends on the units of the emission factor. 
This is represented as follows:

ER = EF × C

The emission factor was calculated as mass units per 
number of accidents (fires) or units of burned material 

(PUF). EF1 was a PM10 emission factor specifically for 
burned PUF, while EF2 and EF3 were general PM 
emission factors for structural fires; therefore, both 
were considered as PM10 for practical calculations 

Fig. 2. Time series of the 10 m wind speeds [(a) and (b)] and directions [(c) and (d)] and 2 m air temperatures [(e) and (f )] mea-
sured at AWS and predicted by the CFD model and LDAPS during the fire accident for domain 1 (left panel) and 2 (right 
panel).

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

(e) (f)
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(Table 2). The concentration was estimated based on 
the amount of burned material. For this study, an esti-
mation of 80 tons of burned PUF was considered, 
which was calculated based on the average thickness of 
rigid PUF sprayed in South Korean buildings accord-
ing to legal requirements, as well as the burned area 
reported by an insulation construction company (FPN, 
2022).

The three emission factors (Table 2) with their corre-
sponding emission release rates were applied in the 
CFD model in Domain 1 and validated against the 
nearest air quality monitoring station (AQMS) along 

the plume direction, located Guseong-dong, situated 9 
km away from the pollutant source (Fig. 1). EF1 and 
EF3 showed comparable levels of overestimation, 
whereas EF2 provided a closer approximation to mea-
sured values at the AQMS during the fire (Fig. 3). Con-
sequently, EF2 was selected for the analysis of pollutant 
dispersion. 

  3. Results and Discussion

3. 1  Flow and temperature distributions
We analyzed the flow distributions affected by a 

local heat source from an accidental urban fire and 
their modifications in the local wind speed and direc-
tion surrounding the fire accident location. After vali-
dating the inlet boundary conditions (Section 2.3), the 
airflow in Domain 2 (Fig. 1c) was simulated during the 
8-hour period when the fire was active. The stream-

Table 2. Emission factors for structural fire accident.

Scenario PM10 emission factor Reference

EF1 22 kg ton-1 burned Hoffer et al. (2020)
EF2 4.89 kg ton-1 burned CARB (1994) and ERG (2001)
EF3 1.95 tons fire-1 CARB (1999)

Fig. 3. Time series of (a) the PM10 concentrations measured at the AQMS before and after the fire and (b) predicted by the 
CFD models with different emission factors during the fire accident.

(a)

(b)
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lines of airflow in the target area (Fig. 1b) were obs-
erved both in the absence (Fig. 4) and presence (Fig. 5) 
of a heat source. When a heat source was not consid-
ered (Fig. 4), the wind speed remained relatively low in 
the target area. In particular, the apartments consisting 
of mid-rise and high-rise buildings located in the 
southwest of the target area created numerous street 
canyons, where extremely low wind or almost calm 
winds were present. Although the local wind speed 
was relatively low during the first 6 hours of the fire, 
when a heat source was considered (Fig. 5), a sudden 
change in wind direction and an increase in wind 
speed were observed in the area closest to the fire acci-

dent location. This centralized increment in wind 
speed slightly modified its fire accident location 
depending on the wind direction; however, it remained 
close to the structure where the fire occurred. The 
highest impact generated by the increment of wind 
speed during the fire was observed particularly at 
08:00, 09:00, and 10:00 KST when the fire-induced 
direction was facing the buildings in the southwest of 
the target area.

To further examine the effects of heat on the local 
airflows, we analyzed the distributions of the vertical 
wind velocities (w wind components) in the absence 
and presence of a heat source, respectively (Figs. 6 

Fig. 4. The streamlines and contours of wind speeds at the surface level (z = 5 m) in the absence of a heat source.
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and 7). The upward and downward movements of the 
airflows were strengthened in the target area when a 
heat source was considered; however, in the absence 
of a heat source, the upward movement was rare 
around the fire structure. Even though most of the 
updraft was located near the fire structure, particular-
ly from 09:00 to 11:00 KST and at 13:00 KST, the 
updraft moved slightly to the south and southwest 
facing the high-rise buildings. 

The effects of an urban fire on the wind flow adja-
cent to the fire accident location, such as the central-
ized increase of wind speed (Fig. 5) and the upward 
movement of air (Fig. 7), were closely related to the 

presence of a heat source. In more detail, the heat 
released from the fire raised the temperature of the 
air, causing it to move upward and creating a low-
pressure zone near the fire. This low-pressure zone 
attracted air from the surrounding areas to replace 
the hot air that ascended. Due to the fire-induced 
convection phenomenon, the wind was confined near 
the fire, reducing the airflow circulation that would 
otherwise disperse the pollutants emitted by the fire.

The presence of fire in an urban area not only affect-
ed the wind flow but also, the wind flow had a direct 
impact on the combustion and propagation of the 
flames and smoke. Thus, we examined the air tempera-

Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 but in the presence of a heat source.
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ture distributions at different heights during the fire. 
The fire plume at z = 5 m (Fig. 8a) did not disperse 
much compared to that at z = 15 m (Fig. 8b). At z = 15 

m, regardless of the background air temperature, the 
heat release and dispersion were influenced by varying 
wind conditions, which altered the angle of the fire 
plume. For the majority of the fire accident duration, 
the fire plume remained close to the structure, which 
was related to the fire induced convection of airflow 
mentioned in Section 3.1. However, significant disper-
sion of the fire plume was observed at 08:00, 13:00, and 
15:00 KST, due to the relatively high wind speeds dur-
ing those particular hours, and the ascending airflow 

zone shifting to the left side of the structure.
The vertical cross-section  along shows the fire 

plume rising and dispersing into the surroundings 

(Fig. 9). At 07:00 KST, the fire plume ascended due to 
the positive buoyancy from the fire accident location, 
but the heat remained concentrated vertically and did 
not disperse well. Similar low dispersion behaviors 
were observed from 09:00 to 12:00 KST and at 14:00 
KST, with the heat staying close to the fire accident 
location due to low wind speed, centralized convection 

(Figs. 5 and 7), and minimal air temperature changes 
near and far from the fire accident location (Fig. 10). 
Notably, Fig. 10 shows a significant air temperature 

Fig. 6. Contours of the vertical wind velocities at the surface level (z = 5 m) in the absence of a heat source.
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change at p11 at 09:00 KST, unlike other times, due to 
reduced dispersion from low air temperature variation. 
This sudden increase was because p11 was near a heat 
source with direct airflow. Other points showed no sig-
nificant air temperature difference, with the fire plume 
staying close to the fire accident location (Fig. 8). In 
contrast, a well-dispersed fire plume was observed at 
08:00, 13:00, and 15:00 KST, where the fire plume 
extended horizontally, covering a wider area with its 
heat due to the strong horizontal airflow that confined 
the heat near the surface (Fig. 5) and displaced the rise 
of vertical wind slightly away from the building (Fig. 
7). Simultaneously, during these hours, the emitted 

heat was well distributed into the surroundings, pre-
senting a gradual decrease of air temperature as seen in 
points from the first line (p11 to p15) compared to the 
second line (p21 to p24), as well as farther points in the 
third line (p31 and p32) (Fig. 10).

 
3. 2  Pollutant dispersion
As the local environment altered the behavior of the 

fire, the fire also modified the dispersion of emitted 
pollutants, especially in an area congested by buildings. 
Fig. 11 shows the dispersion of PM10 during the fire 
accident in the absence of a heat source. The pollutant 
concentration was highly dependent on the wind flow, 

Fig. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 but in the presence of a heat source.
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which varied hourly while the fire was active. However, 
a crucial factor in the pollutant dispersion was the 
presence of high-rise buildings. In particular, during 
the emission of the pollutants at 08:00, 09:00, and 15:00 
KST, several street canyons formed by high-rise build-
ings created specific zones with relatively lower con-
centrations than their adjacent street canyons. This was 

attributable to the higher airflow (Fig. 5), especially 
when transported perpendicular to the street canyon, 
facilitating the exchange of air and a more efficient 
dilution of the pollutants to be transported away. Fur-
thermore, the mentioned street canyons, although situ-
ated between high-rise buildings, had relatively wider 
spaces compared to the surrounding street canyons, 

Fig. 8. Contours of air temperatures during the fire accident at z = (a) 5 m and (b) 15 m. 

(a)

(b)
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which explains the presence of favorable airflows that 
reduced the air pollutants in that precise area.

For the remaining time (10:00~14:00 KST), a certain 
phenomenon was identified in the opposite direction 
of the fire plume dispersion. Due to the flow circula-
tion within the street canyons, the pollutants were 
transported unexpectedly outside the plume. Conse-
quently, high-rise buildings played a significant role in 
the dispersion of pollutants away from the heat source, 
particularly at 12:00 KST, where the pollutant concen-
tration considerably increased (as seen in the black cir-
cle in Fig. 11) compared to the buildings alongside the 
fire plume. The increase of pollutants in the street can-

yons depended greatly on the heights of the building 
structures and the space between them. Even though 
the target area had an agglomeration of buildings with 
different heights, such as low-rise, mid-rise, and high-
rise buildings, most of their street canyons had narrow 
spaces, which aggravated the local air quality with a 
higher accumulation of pollutants and dispersion away 
from the fire plume.

Pollutant dispersion can also be drastically affected 
by the presence of a heat source. Fig. 12 shows the 
PM10 concentrations at the surface level (z = 5 m) dur-
ing the fire occurrence with a heat source being con-
sidered. The concentration maintained a circumfer-

Fig. 9. Contours of air temperatures in vertical cross-section along AB.
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ence near the heat source, and grew larger as the fire 
duration increased, with minimal to no change in the 
direction of the fire plume. Meteorological factors such 
as wind speed and direction played an important role 
in this centralized concentration of pollutants. This 
pollutant behavior was directly related to the fire-
induced convection of wind, buoyancy, and high tem-
perature produced by the fire (Figs. 5, 7, and 8), which 
contributed to the updraft of the pollutant, generating 
a zone of elevated pollution close to the structure. 
Moreover, the wind speed in the target area was rela-
tively low during the fire event, providing conditions 
convective to the pollutant depending on the heat-
induced convection and vertical movement, creating 
the localized concentration near the fire-affected 
building. 

  4. Summary and Conclusions

This study investigated the pollutant dispersion 
from an 8-hour accidental structural fire and its effects 

on the local environment using a CFD model. The air-
flows were observed to be highly dependent on the 
intense heat produced by the fire, which induced the 
air to be drawn towards the front of the structure 
where most of the fire spread. This phenomenon mod-
ified the wind speed and wind direction in the sur-
rounding area, along with the uplift of the heated air, 
by creating updrafts that favored the vertical move-
ment of air near the fire source, eventually moving this 
zone closer to the buildings facing the fire structure. 
The dispersion of the fire plume during the accident 
remained in the proximity of the fire structure due to 
the buoyancy generated by the emitted heat; however, 
when the wind speed increased, the fire plume was 
observed to disperse relatively away from the building. 
This was related to the area of ascending w wind com-
ponent that was displaced to the left of the fire struc-
ture and closer to other buildings. 

The analysis of the pollutant dispersion revealed 
important information regarding the influence of 
street canyons on the dispersion of pollutants, specifi-
cally when heat was not considered. Several street can-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Air temperature difference (ΔT) at points marked in (a) (z = 15 m) during the fire event (b). Yellow shading represents 
the limited fire plume dispersion and green shading the well-dispersed fire plume.
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yons exhibited lower concentrations compared to other 
street canyons due to their spacing and favoring air-
flow. Nonetheless, during most of the fire accident, the 
concentrations were recirculated and distributed out-
side the central line of the pollutant plume, and in cer-
tain cases, nearly in the opposite direction of the 
plume. The simulated concentrations in the presence 
of a heat source demonstrated the substantial influence 
of low wind speed and heat on the centralized and 
quasi-stagnation state of the pollutants near the urban 
fire, created by the heat-induced convection and buoy-
ancy, as presented in the analysis of the previously 
mentioned. Therefore, when the local environment 

presented calm or low-wind conditions along with a 
heat source, the pollutant remained near the source 
area, influencing localized concentrations and the 
updraft of the pollutant. Consequently, if the wind 
speed increased, regardless of the presence of a heat 
source, the pollutant dispersion depended greatly on 
the wind flow instead of the heat convection, resulting 
in the dispersion of the fire and concentration plume.

The simulated results showed good agreement with 
those observed at the AQMS, despite the uncertainties 
related to numerical modeling of realistic cases. This 
suggests the potential for further studies on the local-
ized diagnosis of urban areas regarding the emission of 

Fig. 11. Contours of the PM10 concentrations at the surface level (z = 5 m) in the absence of a heat source. Black circles indi-
cate zones that are particularly discussed.
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pollutants, especially during structural fire accidents. 
Moreover, the results demonstrated that pollutant 
emissions from fires could be simulated relatively well 
in a CFD model, considering the complexity of the fire 
accident and its uncertainties. Furthermore, the study 
was conducted in a residential area adjacent to an 
industrial zone, where numerous industrial fire acci-
dents had occurred, highlighting it as an area of sus-
ceptibility. Additionally, the closest AQMS to the fire 
accident location was located 500 m in the opposite 
plume direction, and the selected station in this study 
was around 9 km away from the heat source. This pro-
vided evidence of how the sparse distribution of the 

AQMS leads to a significant underestimation of local 
air quality, affecting the public interpretation of the 
severity of these accidental emissions. Therefore, a 
more extensive air quality monitoring network evenly 
distributed in a city, especially in zones with a history 
of frequent fire accidents, with constant observation 
data being collected, could provide a more detailed 
assessment for accurate models, leading to better pro-
tection of the citizens, especially during fire accidents.

Although fire accidents require an immediate 
response, important input data for real-time simula-
tions such as emission rates and heat release are not 
measured during the accident due to their uncontrolla-

Fig. 12. The same as in Fig. 11 but in the presence of a heat source.
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ble nature. Additionally, real-time numerical simula-
tions imply the reduction of the temporal and spatial 
resolution. This simplification can cause significant 
errors in the predicted flow field which results in a 
high inaccuracy. Despite the recent integration of 
machine learning and deep learning with CFD models 
to significantly reduce the computational time, CFD 
model simulations require a considerable time to 
achieve the desired accuracy, and real-time predictions 
of concentrations from fires using a precise numerical 
model are still to be developed in the future. 

The present study provides valuable information to 
local authorities by offering insights into the use of 
more effective structural designs that can enhance air-
flow and favor the dispersion of pollutants in congest-
ed urban areas. These include street orientation align-
ed with the predominant local wind direction and wid-
er spaces within street canyons, as well as identifying 
more suitable strategies focused on the reduction and 
mitigation of air pollutants produced in urban areas. 
Further studies simulating the pollutant dispersion 
from a fire under different scenarios of variations in 
wind speed and direction can lead to a greater under-
standing of the wind effects on fire accidents and vice 
versa. Additionally, implementing a higher resolution 
domain with finer grids or other CFD models such as 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES), could provide insights 
into the limitations of each approach in congested 
urban areas in the presence of realistic structural fires 
and contribute to the advancement of knowledge.
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CFD 모델을 이용한 우발적 구조물 화재로 인한 오염물질 분포가 
도시 지역의 대기 환경에 미치는 영향 분석 

Gonzalez-Perez Alejandra, 문다솜, 노주환, 김재진1),*
부경대학교 지구환경시스템과학부 환경대기과학전공, 1)부경대학교 지구환경시스템과학부

초   록 : 도시 지역의 화재 발생 빈도 증가와 통제하기 어려운 화재의 특성은 건강, 환경과 지역 인프라에 

상당한 영향을 미친다. 특히, 대규모 화재는 도시 지역의 대기 오염물질 배출량에 크게 기여하여 주요 배출원

이 될 가능성이 있다. 본 연구에서는 전산 유체 역학 (computational fluid dynamic, CFD) 모델을 이용하여 우

발적 구조물 화재 (accidental structural fire)로 인한 화재 기류를 수치 모의하였고, 화재로 인한 배출 시간은 

실제 화재 발생 시간인 8시간으로 설정하였다. 배출 매개 변수는 화재가 발생한 면적과 화재 발생 시 생성

되는 물질을 고려하여 추정하였다. 초기와 경계 기상 조건은 지역 수치예보모델 (local data assimilation and 
prediction system, LDAPS)을 사용하였다. CFD 모델의 기상장과 농도장 모의 성능을 검증하기 위해 수치 모

의 대상 영역 내에 포함된 기상 관측소와 대기질 측정소에서 측정한 기상과 대기질 측정 자료와 비교하여 검

증하였다. 본 연구에서는 CFD 모델을 이용하여 우발적 구조 화재가 발생했을 때 건물이 밀집한 지역에서 기

상 매개 변수 (풍속과 풍향)이 화재 기류에 미치는 영향을 분석했다.

주제어 : 대기오염, 화재 플룸, 대기질 모델, 우발적 구조 화재, CFD 모델링
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